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We consider a queue fed by a large number, say n, on–off sources with generally
distributed on- and off-times+ The queueing resources are scaled by n: The buffer is
B[nb and the link rate is C[nc+The model is versatile+ It allows one to model both
long-range-dependent traffic ~by using heavy-tailed on-periods! and short-range-
dependent traffic ~by using light-tailed on-periods!+ A crucial performance metric
in this model is the steady state buffer overflow probability+

This probability decays exponentially in n+ Therefore, if n grows large, naive
simulation is too time-consuming and fast simulation techniques have to be used+
Due to the exponential decay ~in n!, importance sampling with an exponential
change of measure goes through, irrespective of the on-times being heavy or light
tailed+ An asymptotically optimal change of measure is found by using large de-
viations arguments+ Notably, the change of measure is not constant during the
simulation run, which is different from many other studies ~usually relying on
large buffer asymptotics!+

Numerical examples show that our procedure improves considerably over na-
ive simulation+We present accelerations, we discuss the influence of the shape of
the distributions on the overflow probability, and we describe the limitations of our
technique+
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1. INTRODUCTION

In communication networks, it is important to predict the performance of a network
element fed by a given set of traffic sources+ It eases the task of doing adequate
resource allocation, admission control, and dimensioning of buffers and link rates+A
particularly interesting issue is the impact of the traffic characteristics on the per-
formance+ This matter attracted renewed attention after the discovery that a wide
variety of traffic types show long-range dependence ~LRD! $i+e+, burstiness on a
wide variety of time scales ~Leland et al+ @13# !%+ An LRD traffic stream is charac-
terized by a correlation function of which the decay is slower than exponential in
time+ This is in stark contrast with short-range-dependent ~SRD! input, where the
correlation decays exponentially+

A large body of work on short-range-dependent models was already available+
Particularly, accurate methods for the computation of loss and delay performance of
queues with SRD input were developed; see, for instance, the seminal work of Anick
et al+ @1# + For LRD sources, this queuing analysis could clearly not be used any
longer+ Assuming that network traffic could be long-range dependent, the logical
question is:Does this extreme burstiness significantly degrade the performance ~usu-
ally measured in terms of packet loss and delay!?

1.1. Performance Evaluation of Queues with LRD and SRD Traffic

A partial answer is given in the studies of Ryu and Elwalid @22# , Heyman and Lak-
shman @11# , and Grossglauser and Bolot @9# + They argue that in realistic scenarios
and for stringent delay requirements ~i+e+, buffers typically not very large!, only
short-term correlations play a role and, hence, the better analyzed models based on
SRD traffic can be reused+ To assess this issue in greater detail, we use the versatile
traffic model of on–off sources+ These sources alternate between transmitting at a
certain peak rate ~commonly called a “burst”! and being silent+ The activity and
silence periods are random variables+ The sources feed into a queue with constant
capacity+ The versatility of the model is reflected by the fact that it covers both LRD
and SRD traffic, by using specific choices of the burst and silence distributions+ The
aggregate of the sources generates LRD traffic if the burst size has a heavy-tailed
distribution ~Leland et al+ @13# !,whereas light-tailed on-periods lead to SRD traffic+

In models with heavy-tailed on-times, hardly any analytical results exist+ The
known results describe asymptotics of the loss probability for large values of the
buffer size; there are hardly any results that explicitly give the entire buffer content
distribution+ From a practical point of view, the regime of large buffers is probably
not the most relevant, as many ~real-time! applications require some delay bound+
For these applications a more relevant asymptotic regime could be the one with
many sources, since, in practice, many relatively small sources will share the net-
work elements+

Roughly, the model is as follows+ There are a large number, say n, of on–off
sources feeding into the queue+ The resources buffer and bandwidth are scaled ac-
cordingly: buffer B[ nb and link rate C[ nc+ In this regime, there are a number of
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strong large-deviations results available ~Botvich and Duffield @4# , Likhanov and
Mazumdar @14# , and Mandjes and Kim @17# !+ Notably, the probability of overflow
pn decays exponentially in the number of sources n; the corresponding decay rate is
the solution of a variational problem+ Here, for ease, the sources are assumed to be
independent and statistically identical+

An obvious drawback of this large-deviations approach is that some of the above-
mentioned many-sources asymptotics ~Botvich and Duffield @4# and Mandjes and
Kim @17# ! are rough, in that only the exponential decay rate, say I, is derived+ The
“subexponential part” f ~n! ~with log f ~n!� o~n!,where nr`! of the expansion is
not found+ Therefore, the resulting naive estimate pn � exp~�nI ! is not always
accurate, even if the number of sources is large+ In other words, the asymptotics of
the log of the overflow probability are found, rather than the asymptotics of the
probability itself+ The results in Likhanov and Mazumdar @14# are more precise:
There, a ~subexponential! function f ~{! is provided such that pn f ~n!exp~nI ! r 1+
However, for given n, the error made by approximating pn � exp~�nI !0f ~n! is not
known still+

1.2. Simulation

Anatural alternative to exact calculations and asymptotic approximations is stochas-
tic simulation+However, the probabilities involved are typically small,which makes
them hard to estimate; consequently, a considerable amount of simulation effort is
required to obtain reliable estimates+ This explains the interest in variance reduction
techniques, commonly known as “fast simulation+”

A commonly used fast-simulation technique is importance sampling, which is
often based on an exponential change of measure ~also called exponential twisting!+
This technique can be explained easily by considering a random walk ~ji !i�N,where
the ji are independent and identically distributed ~i+i+d+! with density g+ Assume a
negative drift: Eji � 0+We are interested in the probability that this random walk
ever exceeds level x, say P~x!+ Because of the negative drift, P~x! will be small,
particularly for large x, and naive ~direct! simulation will typically be slow+The idea
of importance sampling based on an exponential change of measure is to replace the
density g by an exponentially twisted density gu~x!� g~x!exp~ux!0Mj~u!, where
Mj~u! is the moment-generating function E exp~uji !+ The tilting parameter u has to
be chosen positive and large enough to make sure that the mean under the new
density is positive+ To compensate for the change of measure ~and the increased
likelihood of the rare event!, the simulation output has to be adapted by using like-
lihood ratios+ Details on this procedure are found in @10# +

It is emphasized that the above exponential change of measure does not work
for heavy-tailed ~ji !i�N+ The reason is that, for heavy-tailed ji , the normalizing
constant Mj~u! is infinite for all positive u and, thus, exponential twisting is infea-
sible+ Similarly, for on–off sources with heavy-tailed on-times, it can be argued that
we cannot construct an exponential twisting of burst and silence distributions+ A
general statement is:As long as the loss probability is exponentially decaying in the
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buffer size B, a variant of the above twisting procedure works; if there is subexpo-
nential decay, it does not ~as in the case of heavy-tailed on-times;Mandjes and Borst
@16# !+ This makes the problem of importance sampling with heavy-tailed distribu-
tions hard, although some partial results are available ~Asmussen and Binswanger
@2# and Boots and Shahabuddin @3# !+

1.3. Importance Sampling in the Many-Sources Domain

However, in the regime of many sources, we do have an exponential decay, albeit in
the number of sources n rather than in the buffer size B+As we show in this article,
this implies that exponential twisting is possible, since it does not involve exponen-
tial twisting of the ~possibly heavy-tailed! on-times+ However, the resulting change
of measure is more complicated than in the traditional random-walk type of models:
It is not constant during the path to overflow+ This is the essential difference with
exponential twisting in the large buffer domain ~Heidelberger @10# , Kesidis and
Walrand @12# ,Mandjes and Ridder @18# , and Parekh and Walrand @20# !+

The choice of our change of measure results from large-deviations theory+We
show that the average path under this measure equals the optimal path to overflow
identified by Wischik @28# +We are also able to bound the variance of the resulting
estimator such that the number of simulation replications ~required to get an esti-
mate with predefined accuracy! grows subexponentially in n, whereas pn decays
essentially exponentially+

The main contributions of this article are twofold+ First,we propose an efficient
simulation technique to estimate the overflow probability in a queue with n on–off
sources+ This model is generic in that it captures both LRD and SRD scenarios+
Second, our work is among the first that describes importance sampling for a model
with heavy-tailed on–off sources ~cf+Asmussen and Binswanger @2# , and Boots and
Shahabuddin @3# !+ Also, fast simulation in the many-sources regime is relatively
new; in @19# , this is considered in a much more restrictive model+

The organization of this article is as follows+ Section 2 presents the model and
some preliminaries+Then, Section 3 gives our importance sampling procedure,which
is evaluated in Section 4+ Section 5 gives some considerations of the implementation
and simulation results and discusses the limitation of our recipe+ Section 6 contains
some remarks and outlook+

2. MODEL AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS

This section prepares the exposition of our fast-simulation procedure ~Sect+ 3! and
its theoretical assessment ~Sect+ 4!+ In Section 2+1, we present the model+ Sec-
tion 2+2 provides a number of large-deviation asymptotics ~both the decay rate of
the loss probability and sample path large deviations!+ These results are needed to
construct the importance sampling technique+ A scheme for the numerical compu-
tation of the decay rate and the optimal path to a buffer overflow are given in
Section 2+3+
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2.1. Model

2.1.1. Traffic. We consider n i+i+d+ on–off sources feeding into a buffered
resource+ This resource is modeled as a queue with infinite buffer size, drained at a
constant rate C+ The traffic rate of each source alternates between a peak rate, say 1,
and 0+ The activity periods constitute an i+i+d+ sequence of random variables, each of
them distributed as an N-valued random variable A+ The silence periods are also an
i+i+d+ sequence, distributed as an N-valued random variable S+ Both sequences are
mutually independent+Also, define

A~k! :� Traffic generated by a single source in steady state
in a time interval of k time slots+

Later in our analysis, we need the following assumption on the on- and off-times+

Assumption 2.1: The random variables A and S are such that EA1�z � ` ( for
some positive z) and ES � ` .

This assumption has several implications; for details, we refer to Section 2+1 of
Dumas and Simonian @8# + In the first place, the fact that both EA and ES are finite
ensures that the long-run fraction of time the source spends in the on-state is

p :�
EA

EA � ES

and the fraction spent in the off-state is its complement, 1 � p+ Also, the residual
activity period A� is well defined: Conditioned on the process being in the on-state,
A� has distribution

FA� ~k! :� P~A� � k!�
1

EA (l�k

`

P~A � l!;

the distribution of S � is given analogously+

2.1.2. Performance measure. We are interested in the steady state proba-
bility of the buffer content exceeding level B+ Hence, we follow a conventional
approach in inferring finite-buffer performance from an infinite-buffer model with
a threshold at the finite-buffer size+ As emphasized in Section 1, we focus on the
asymptotic regime in which the number of sources grows large and the resources are
scaled accordingly ~Weiss @26# !+To be more precise,we rescale the resources by the
number of sources: C[ nc and B[ nb+ This scaling was first introduced by Weiss
@26# and has proven to be very powerful ~see, e+g+,Botvich and Duffield @4# ,Courcou-
betis and Weber @6# , and Simonian and Guibert @23# !+ It is assumed that the system
is stable and nontrivial:

r :� p � c � 1+
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In the above-defined scaled model, we define

pn :� Steady state probability that the buffer content exceeds level nb+

Throughout this article, we use the representation

pn � P~∃k � N : An~k!� nck � nb!, (1)

where An~k! denotes the amount of traffic generated in $1, + + + , k% by the aggregate of
the n sources+ In this article, our goal is to estimate this probability by simulation,
with some predefined accuracy+ Since we use representation ~1! for the buffer over-
flow probability, we simulate the process $An~k!� nck, k � N% , which we allow to
take any value in the interval ~�`,B# +

2.1.3. Dependence structures. The above-presented model offers a high
degree of versatility, as it allows us to model a broad variety of dependence struc-
tures+ Importantly, it covers both short-range-dependent and long-range-dependent
inputs+To model SRD traffic input streams,we could use light-tailed on-periods+We
call a random variable light tailed if its distribution function has a tail that decays at
an exponential or faster rate+ We call this class E+ Examples are the exponential
distribution, or, more generally, the class of phase-type distributions+

To model traffic with a dependence structure that ranges over a longer time, we
use heavy-tailed on-periods+ Examples we consider are the Pareto distribution and
the Weibull distribution+ Notably, in @27# , it is shown that the superposition of many
on–off sources with Pareto sojourn times converges to fractional Brownian motion
~with an appropriate scaling of the number of sources as well as time!, which ex-
hibits the desired LRD features+ The heavy-tailed distributions that we use in this
article are in the class of subexponential distributions S+
Definition 2.2: Suppose X1 and X2 are i.i.d. copies of the random variable X. If

lim
xr`

P~X1 � X2 � x!

P~X1 � x!
� 2,

the X is said to be subexponential. We write: X � S .

2.2. Large-Deviation Results for the Loss Probability

This subsection focuses on the calculation of rough characteristics of the overflow
probability pn+ Later in this article, we use these asymptotics to find the change of
measure of our importance sampling procedure and to establish a number of struc-
tural properties of the resulting simulation method+We present two theorems: Theo-
rem 2+3 describes the asymptotics of pn and Theorem 2+5 describes the system’s most
likely way to develop from an empty queue toward the rare event of buffer overflow+

For any value of the buffer size b, under fairly general conditions, the proba-
bility pn decays exponentially in n+ In Theorem 2+3, it is stated how to compute the
corresponding exponential decay rate
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I :� � lim
nr`

1

n
log pn ,

which implies the following rough approximation:

pn � e�nI, n large+

Theorem 2+3 has a long history+ Botvich and Duffield @4# proved it under very mild
conditions on the sources, whereas related results were derived in Courcoubetis and
Weber @6# and Simonian and Guibert @23# +An improvement was made by Likhanov
and Mazumdar @14# + The version that we use in this article follows relatively di-
rectly from the result in Likhanov and Mazumdar @14# +

Theorem 2.3: Under Assumption 2.1 and for A* � $E � S % ,

I � inf
k�N

sup
u
~u~b � ck!� log EeuA~k! !+ (2)

Proof: As the proof is given in Mandjes and Borst @16# , we limit ourselves to a
short sketch+ First, define

Ik :� sup
u
~u~b � ck!� log EeuA~k! !+

• Likhanov and Mazumdar @14# show that decay rate ~2! applies if

lim inf
kr`

Ik

log k
� 0; (3)

in other words, if there is an a � 0 such that eventually Ik � a log k+
• Proposition 3+3 of Mandjes and Borst @16# proves that EA1�z � ` implies,

both for A � S and A � E, that for any e � ~0,1 � p!, there is an a � 0 such
that for k large enough,

P~A~k! � k~ p � e!! � k�a+

In @14# , it is shown that this implies ~3!+ �

A corollary that follows from the proof of Theorem 2+3 is the following+

Corollary 2.4: Under Assumption 2.1 and for A*� $E � S % , there is an a� 0 and
a kmin � N such that for k � kmin,

Ik � a log k+ (4)

As is well known from the theory of importance sampling, an optimal ~i+e+, zero
variance! estimator for the rare event probability would be obtained if we could
sample from the unknown distribution of the stochastic process conditioned on the
occurrence of the rare event @10# + In this article, we use importance sampling tech-
niques based on large-deviations results to mimic this conditional distribution+
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Importantly, the decay rate ~2! implicitly provides us the timescale of a typical
path to overflow: The optimizing k, say k *, is the “most likely” duration of the busy
period preceding overflow, given overflow occurs+The relevance of this timescale is
clear: To obtain variance reduction, the importance sampling parameters should be
chosen such that they “mimic” the system’s “most likely path to overflow+”

To achieve this, knowledge of timescale k * is, clearly, not enough; more de-
tailed knowledge of that “most likely path to overflow” is required+ This path, say f,
is given by a sample path large-deviation result by Wischik @28# + Of course, f
reaches overflow at time k *+

Let us state Wischik’s @28# result a little more precisely+ Given that, for some k,
An~k!0n � ck exceeds b,Wischik @28# essentially proves that any deviation ~accord-
ing to some specific metric! of the process ~An~k!0n!k�N from the most likely path f
~given in Thm+ 2+5! has an exponentially decreasing probability ~in n!+

Theorem 2.5: The most likely path to overflow is given by

f ~ j ! �
EA~ j !exp~uk * A~k * !!

E exp~uk * A~k * !!
, j � N+ (5)

Specifically, f ~k *!� b � ck *+

As said, we may interpret k * as the “most likely epoch of overflow,” as it turns
out to be the first time f ~k!� ck attains level b+ In fact, the buffer starts to fill at time
1; in $1, + + + , k *% , the buffer level increases to level b, whereas the net input rate is
negative after k *+

The exact statement of Theorem 2+5 is found in @28# + Notably, a number of
assumptions on the input traffic have to be fulfilled for this statement to hold+ For a
discussion on these, we refer to @28, Sect+ 2#+ It is noted that they are stronger than
our Assumption 2+1+

2.3. Calculation of the Decay Rate and the Optimal Path to Overflow

As we saw,Theorems 2+3 and 2+5 present analytic expressions for both the decay rate
I and the most likely path to overflow, f+ In our fast-simulation procedure, we need
the numerical value of the decay rate+ In this subsection,we indicate how this can be
found+ We also indicate how we can compute the most likely path to overflow
numerically+

Abbreviate

ak :� P~A � k!; sk :� P~S � k!;

ak
* :� P~A* � k!; sk

* :� P~S * � k!+

First, we point out how to compute the moment-generating function E exp~uA~k!!+
This can be done recursively, as follows+ Clearly, in evident notation,

EeuA~k! � pEA* euA~k! � ~1 � p!ES * euA~k!+
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Both terms can be evaluated as follows:

EA* euA~k! � (
i�1

k�1

ai
* eui ES euA~k�i ! �(

i�k

`

ai
* euk,

ES * euA~k! � (
i�1

k�1

si
*EA euA~k�i ! �(

i�k

`

si
*,

where

EA euA~ j ! �(
i�1

j�1

ai eui ES euA~ j�i ! �(
i�j

`

ai euj,

ES euA~ j ! �(
i�1

j�1

si EA euA~ j�i ! �(
i�j

`

si +

It follows directly that EeuA~�! ~� � 1, + + + , k � 1! have to be computed to obtain
EeuA~k! + Now, it is not hard to see that the complexity of computing EeuA~k! is
O~(��1

k O~�!!� O~k 2!+ In Section 3, it is explained that we need to compute this
moment-generating function for k � 1 to k � k0, for some fixed positive integer k0

~larger than k *!+
Having a procedure to find the moment-generating function EeuA~k! , it is not

hard to find Ik, because of the convexity in u;we call uk the optimizing argument+ To
find I, we compute the infimum over k+

In order to compute the optimal path to overflow ~5!, we need to compute
EA~�!exp~uA~k *!! for � � 1, + + + , k *+ This can also be done recursively as follows:

EA~�!euA~k! � pEA* A~�!euA~k! � ~1 � p!ES * A~�!euA~k!+

Both terms can be evaluated as follows:

EA* A~�!euA~k! � (
i�1

��1

ai
* eui @iES euA~k�i ! � ES A~� � i !euA~k�i ! #

� �(
i��

k�1

ai
* eui ES euA~k�i ! � �(

i�k

`

ai
* euk,

ES * A~�!euA~k! � (
i�1

��1

si
*EA A~l � i !euA~k�i !,

where

EA A~�!euA~ j ! � (
i�1

��1

ai eui @ES A~l � i !euA~ j�i ! � iES euA~ j�i ! #

� �(
i��

j�1

ai eui ES euA~ j�i ! � �(
i�j

`

ai euj,

ES A~�!euA~k! � (
i�1

��1

si EA A~ j � i !euA~ j�i !+
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3. FAST-SIMULATION PROCEDURE: IMPORTANCE SAMPLING

This section describes the importance sampling procedure+ In Section 3+1 we review
the general framework of rare event simulation and importance sampling+ Then we
formalize our algorithm in Section 3+2+ Section 3+3 presents the required change of
measure+

3.1. Rare Event Simulation and Importance Sampling

Let Un be the event of a buffer overflow; that is, pn � P~Un! with

Un � $∃k � N : An~k!� nck � nb%+

Because we assume many sources n and because pn f 0 ~nr`! ~cf+ Thm+ 2+3!, we
are in the setting of rare event simulation. Rare event simulation has an intrinsic
problem, as will be explained+

3.1.1. Infeasibility of naive methods. Let [pn be an estimator of pn+ In order
to guarantee its accuracy, one aims for a small relative error ~RE!, defined as the
ratio of the standard deviation of [pn and the estimated quantity pn+

Requirement 3.1: The RE of the simulation experiment should be below d+

Naive simulation ~i+e+, just simulating sample paths and estimating pn by the fraction
of sample paths that lie in Un! is not efficient; with Nn defined as the number of
simulation replications, then ~ @25, pp+ 335–336# !

Nn ;
1

d 2pn

+

In other words, the number of samples needed is inversely proportional to the prob-
ability to be estimated+ Consequently, because the buffer overflow probability de-
cays exponentially ~in n!,Nn blows up at an exponential rate ~keeping the RE fixed!+
This explains why naive simulation is not a feasible method for estimating rare
events+ Clearly, variance reduction is needed+ To assess the quality of variance re-
duction techniques, a number of optimality criteria have been developed+

3.1.2. Optimality notions. If the number of needed simulation replications
stays bounded for a fixed relative error as n goes to infinity, then one says that the
simulation estimator has a bounded relative error. Usually, it is not easy to develop
simulation algorithms with a bounded relative error; hence, one settles for some
weaker optimality notion+ A commonly used benchmark is asymptotic optimality
~also known as asymptotic efficiency!; see, for example, @10# + In the setting of prob-
abilities which decay at an exponential or faster rate,we have the following definition+
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Definition 3.2: We call an estimator [pn of pn asymptotically optimal if

lim
nr`

1

n
log~E [pn

2! � 2 lim
nr`

1

n
log pn + (6)

In Section 4, we show that our proposed method is asymptotically optimal+
From Var~ [pn

2!� E~ [pn
2!� ~ pn!

2 � 0, it is easy to verify that the left-hand side
in ~6! is not smaller than the right-hand side+ Hence, the best possible estimator
achieves equality+ Informally, asymptotic optimality entails that the number of sim-
ulation replications that are needed to obtain a fixed relative error may grow as n
grows, but this growth is at a smaller than exponential rate+

3.1.3. Variance reduction. The variance reduction technique we use to im-
prove ordinary Monte Carlo simulation is importance sampling; see the survey ar-
ticle by Heidelberger @10# for an extensive treatment+The idea of importance sampling
can be explained as follows+ In our original stochastic model, all random variables
be defined on a probability space, corresponding to measure P+ Then, in the simu-
lations, the system is simulated under measure Q ~with P absolutely continuous
relative to Q!+ The new measure Q should be chosen such that the rare event under
consideration occurs more frequently+ To get an unbiased estimate, the observations
are weighed by a likelihood ratio, measuring the difference in likelihood of the
simulation output in both models+

More formally, the procedure can be described as follows+ Denote the sequel
expectation with respect to P by E~{! and expectation with respect to Q by E~Q!~{!+
Simulate the queue until it is decided whether event Un occurs or not; in the former
case, I ~Un! :� 1; in the latter case, I ~Un! :� 0+ Then, it is a standard result that
unbiasedness is recovered if the observation I ~Un! is weighed by the likelihood ratio
dP0dQ~v! �: L~v!:

pn � P~Un !� E~Q!�I ~Un !
dP

dQ
�+

This L is determined by the sample paths v generated in the individual simulation
experiment: L~v! is defined as the ratio of the probability density of v under the
original measure P to the density under the importance sampling measure Q+Details
on the calculation of these likelihood ratios are given in Sections 3+2 and 3+3+

3.1.4. Large deviations. A convenient choice of Q can be obtained by using
large-deviations theory+ The theory of sample path large deviations ~cf+ Thm+ 2+5!
provides us the most likely path f to a buffer overflow+ The idea is to construct the
change of measure Q such that typical sample paths drawn under Q resemble this f+
In Section 3+3, we give our new measure Q; in Section 4+3, we show that it follows
on average the path given in Theorem 2+5+

If we use this change of measure, it turns out that we can bound the likelihood
ratio of overflow at time k * with e�nI—such bounds are typically required to prove
asymptotic optimality, see also Section 4+However, the likelihood ratio of overflow
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at another time k � k * is not bounded so tightly+ We solve this problem by parti-
tioning Un into several disjoint subsets ~Un~k!!k�N+ Subsequently, one can estimate
the probabilities P~Un~k!! separately by suitable changes of measure Qk+

3.1.5. Partitioning of the overflow event: Truncation. Let K :� inf $k �
N : An~k!� nck � nb% be the epoch of ~the first! buffer overflow+ Then, the event of
overflow for the first time at time k is given by Un~k! :� $K � k%+ Defining pn~k! :�
P~Un~k!! and noting that the events ~Un~k!!k�N are disjoint, it is clear that

Un � �
k�1

`

Un~k! and pn �(
k�1

`

pn~k!+

Note that overflow is only possible for k larger than b0~1 � c! ~all sources send at
peak rate all the time!+ Hence, the above summation does not necessarily start at
k � 1+ However, for notational ease, we neglect this issue+

As stated earlier,we use a sequence of measures Qk in our simulation procedure
to estimate the probabilities pn~k! by estimators [pn~k!, with k � N+ Since the buffer
overflow probability is the sum of infinitely many of such probabilities, we truncate
at k0; pn is estimated by [pn :� (k�1

k0 [pn~k! for some large k0+ Obviously, epoch k0

should be chosen such that the error made is small, where the error is defined as the
relative bias ~RB!:

RB �
pn � E [pn

pn

+

Obviously, RB is greater than zero, since [pn underestimates pn~b, c!+ In this article,
we impose the requirement that the RB is smaller than some small predefined e+

Requirement 3.3: For any fixed e � 0, k0 is chosen such that the RB is below e+
Equivalently, E [pn � pn � E [pn0~1 � e!+

Note that our estimator is biased: E [pn � pn+ However, we are not losing much if we
choose e small+ From a practical point of view, there is not much difference between
an unbiased estimator with 10% RE, on the one hand, and a biased estimator ~e�
0+05! with 5% RB, on the other+

3.2. The Algorithm

In this subsection, we give a description of our algorithm in pseudo-code+ Here, d is
the relative error and e is the relative bias+

Find decay rate I [See Section 2.3].
Determine k0 such that RB < epsilon [See Section 4.1].
M := 0
V := 0
FOR k in {1,...,k0} DO
Calculate change of measure Q(k) [see Section 3.3].
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END
REPEAT
FOR k in {1,...,k0} DO
Simulate realization w under Q(k)
Determine if I = 1 or 0
Determine likelihood ratio L(w) [see Section 3.3].
Update mean M(k) and variance V(k) of kth estimator

END
Update mean M and variance V of estimator
UNTIL RE = sqrt(V)/M < delta

For the sample means and sample variances, we use the standard formulas+ In the
above algorithm, we need, for all k � $1, + + + , k0% , the change of measure Qk+ The
calculation of this importance sampling distribution is the subject of the next
subsection+

3.3. The Exponential Change of Measure

As explained in Section 3+1,we estimate pn by estimating the individual pn~k!, all of
them with a specific change of measure+ Because pn~k! decays exponentially, it is a
natural choice to use an exponential twist of A~k!:

Qk~A~k! � x!�
euk x P~A~k!� x!

E exp~uk A~k!!
, (7)

where uk is the optimizing u in

sup
u
~u~b � ck!� log EeuA~k! !+

We will use the abbreviation Q for Qk * +We say that we twist the distribution of A~k!
by an exponential amount of uk+Unfortunately, the new measure Qk does not provide
us immediately the change of measure of the on-times and off-times during the time
interval $1, + + + , k% + Below we will propose a change of measure of these random
variables; later we will show that this change of measure coincides with the desired
distribution ~7!+

For any of the n sources,we propose the following change of measure+As under
the original measure P, the source alternates between on and off, but the on- and
off-times are time dependent:

• First, we draw the “initial state” ~i+e+, active or silent!+ The source is on with
probability

rk :�
pA EA* euk A~k!

Eeu~k!A~k!

and off with probability 1 � rk+
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• The durations of the initial on- or off-state are twisted as follows:

Qk~A
* � i !�

ai
* euk i ES euk A~k�i !

EA* euk A~k! , Qk~S
* � i !�

bi
*EA euk A~k�i !

ES * euk A~k! ,

for i � k, and

Qk~A
* � k!�

(
i�k

`

ai
* euk k

EA* euk A~k! , Qk~S
* � k!�

(
i�k

`

bi
*

ES * euk A~k! +

• Similarly, a burst or silence starting at time � is twisted as follows:

Qk~A � i 6�!�
ai euk i ES euk A~k���i !

EA euk A~k��!
, Qk~S � i 6�!�

bi EA euk A~k���i !

ES euk A~k��!
,

for i � k � �, and

Qk~A � k � �6�!�
(

i�k��

`

ai euk~k��!

EA euk A~k��!
, Qk~S � k � �6�!�

(
i�k��

`

bi

ES euk A~k��!
+

Let X~ j !� 1 ~0! represent the event that the source is in the on- ~off-! state at time
j, and introduce the short notation P~i1, + + + , ik! :� P~X~1!� i1, + + + , X~k!� ik!; define
Qk~i1, + + + , ik! analogously ~replace P by Qk!+ It is not hard to verify that

Qk~i1, + + + , ik ! �
P~i1, + + + , ik !e

u~k! (
j�1

k

ij

Eeuk A~k! ,

as required+ Thus, we arrive at the following proposition+

Proposition 3.4: The above change of measure coincides with the desired new
distribution (7).

We now point out how to calculate the likelihood ratios, to be used in the algorithm
of Section 3+2+ Suppose the n i+i+d+ values of A~k! are sampled and have values
v1, + + + ,vn+ Then, it can be checked that the likelihood ratio of the experiment is

L~v1, + + + ,vn ! :�
dP

dQk

~v1, + + + ,vn !� e
�uk (

i�1

n

vi
~Eeuk A~k! !n+ (8)

It is important to observe that, using the above change of measure, the likeli-
hood ratio is small in the regions of interest, which is a desirable property of impor-
tance sampling distributions+This is because An~k!� nb�nck implies that LI ~Un~k!!
is bounded from above by e�nIk :

LI ~Un~k!! � e�nuk~b�ck! ~Eeuk A~k! !n � e�nIk+ (9)
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Note that the exponential change of measure changes during the simulation run+
This is essentially different from many earlier studies ~Kesidis and Walrand @12# ,
Mandjes and Ridder @18# , and Parekh and Walrand @20# !+ In those studies, a constant
exponential change of measure is derived+The main difference in our work is that we
look at the many-sources regime, whereas there it is focused on large-buffers as-
ymptotics+ Importantly, the techniques of Kesidis and Walrand @12# , Mandjes and
Ridder @18# , and Parekh and Walrand @20# do not allow for heavy tails, whereas our
many-sources-based approach does.

4. OPTIMALITY PROPERTIES OF THE IMPORTANCE
SAMPLING PROCEDURE

In this section, we prove that the proposed change of measure has a number of
desirable properties+ First, we analytically derive an expression for the “simulation
horizon,” k0, given Requirement 3+3+ In Section 4+2, we show that this choice of k0

implies that the proposed procedure is asymptotically optimal+ We conclude this
section by proving that our change of measure follows the optimal path identified by
Wischik @28# +

4.1. Derivation of Simulation Horizon k0

As explained in Section 3, the simulation is truncated at epoch k0+ In this subsection,
we describe how to choose this k0+ Recall that k0 has to be chosen such that the
relative bias of [pn is smaller than some small preselected number e; that is, k0 has to
be chosen such that

RB �

pn �(
k�1

k0

pn~k!

pn

�

(
k0�1

`

pn~k!

pn

� e+

We find an upper bound on RB by deriving an upper bound on(k�k0�1
` pn~k! and a

lower bound on pn+ This gives us a procedure to find a k0 that guarantees that the
relative bias does not exceed e+

• First, we find a lower bound on pn+ Obviously,

pn � P~∃k � ` : An~k!� nck � nb!� P~An~k
* ! � nb � nck * !

� P~An~k
* !� [nb � nck * ]!+

Note that the A~k *! are distributed on $0, + + + , k *% + Because of this finite state
space, we may invoke inequality ~2+1+13! of Dembo and Zeitouni @7# + It im-
plies that the latter probability is not smaller than
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~n � 1!�~k
*�1! exp��nJ� 1

n
[nb � nck * ]��

with J ~x! :� sup
u
~ux � log EeuA~k! !+

We could use this lower bound in our calculation of k0, but we might wish to
replace it by a cleaner expression+This is done as follows+Clearly, for large n,

nJ� 1

n
[nb � nck * ]� � nJ�b � ck * �

1

n
�� nJ ~b � ck * !� J '~b � ck * !+

In the last expression, J ~b � ck *! equals Ik * � I+Also J '~b � ck *! reduces to
uk * , due to Exercise 5 of Bucklew @5, p+ 74# +

• Now, we look for an upper bound on (k0�1
` pn~k!+ In Corollary 2+4, we

showed that Ik � a log k for some positive constant a and all k � kmin+Noting
that pn~k! is smaller than P~An~k!� nck � nb!, a Chernoff bound argument
implies that

pn~k! � e�nIk+

Suppose k0 is larger than kmin+ Then, with n larger than 10a,

(
k�k0�1

`

pn~k! � (
k�k0�1

`

e�nIk � (
k�k0�1

`

e�n~a log k!

� �
k0

`

x�nadx �
k0

�na�1

na� 1
+

We are left with the task of finding the smallest k0 such that

k0
�na�1

na� 1
~n � 1!k

*�1enIeuk* � e+

A straightforward calculation gives that k0 could be chosen as the smallest integer
larger than

exp� nI � uk *

na� 1
�� ~n � 1!k

*�1

~na� 1!e
�10~na�1!

+ (10)

Call this “simulation horizon” k0~n!+ It is not hard to see that the first factor tends to
a constant as nr `, whereas the second factor tends to 1+ It is not hard to see that
k0~n! is bounded+A fortiori, log k0~n!�o~n!, a property that we need in Section 4+2+

Our numerical experiments showed that to reduce k0, it is often beneficial to
use bounds of the form Ik � a log k � b ~with a,b � 0!, instead of bounds like
Ik � a log k+ Then, the k0~n! appears as in ~10!, but with I replaced by I � b+ In
order to find the best a and b ~i+e+, the ones that minimize the value of k0!, the
following heuristic procedure can be followed: ~1! Choose a k and solve a and b
from Ik � a log k � b and Ik � Ik�1 � ~d0dk!~a log k!+ ~2! Compute the resulting
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value of k0 with the above-described procedure and check whether a and b are
feasible ~i+e+, n � a�1 and I� � a log � � b for � � k0, + + + , kmax for some large
kmax!+ ~3! Repeat this for a sequence of values of k and use the one that minimizes
k0 ~provided that the corresponding a and b are feasible!+

In Figure 1, we applied the above algorithm for a typical example+We present
the graph of the functions Ik and a log k � b for the optimal a and b+ Note that the
latter function lies just above Ik, especially for larger values of k+ This indicates that
we have chosen a and b and, thus, k0 economically+

4.2. Asymptotic Optimality

We now prove that our simulation procedure is asymptotically optimal, given the
simulation horizon k0~n! derived in the previous subsection+

Proposition 4.1: The proposed procedure is asymptotically optimal if log k0~n!�
o~n!+ In particular, choosing k0 according to (10) is sufficient for asymptotic
optimality.

Proof: From ~9!, for all j � N, it holds that E~Qk ! ~L jI ~Un~k!!!� e�jnIk+ This imme-
diately gives that the second moment of the estimator of pn can be upper bounded by

(
k�1

k0

E~Qk !L2I ~Un~k!!� 2(
k�1

k0

(
��1

k�1

E~Qk !LI ~Un~k!!E
~Ql !LI ~Un~l !!

� (
k�1

k0

e�2nIk � 2(
k�1

k0

(
��1

k�1

e�nIk�nI� � k0
2 e�2nI,

using I � Ik for k � N+ This immediately gives that [pn is an asymptotically optimal
estimator of pn if log k0[ log k0~n! is o~n! @cf+ Condition ~6!# + �

Figure 1. Computation of a, b, and k0 for A ; Pareto+
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In Definition 3+2, we focused on estimators with a subexponentially growing
number of “experiments” that is required to get a certain RE ~in the scaling param-
eter n!+ Here, an experiment is defined as the effort that is done to get a single
observation, so, in fact, k0~n! “runs” ~where the ith run has a length of i epochs!+
This aspect is not taken care of by our “asymptotic optimality” notion+ This problem
can be solved by using more sophisticated versions of the asymptotic optimality
criterion+We could consider estimators for which the amount of “work” ~expressed,
for instance, in CPU time! grows subexponentially in n+ Clearly, from a practical
point of view, this seems a fairer notion+ However, because k0~n! is bounded, it is
straightforward that our procedure will also be optimal in that sense+

Although it is not reflected in the above optimality notions, our importance
sampling algorithm still consumes considerable simulation time if k0~n! turns out to
be large, because of the k0~n! runs per experiment+ Clearly, this plays an important
role if b is large+ In Section 5+1,we describe a heuristic to reduce the number of these
runs as a method to speed up the simulation algorithm+

Paschalidis and Vassilaris @21# propose a procedure similar to the one in this
article for the special case of periodic on–off sources ~i+e+, deterministic on- and
off-times!+ They use a constant change of measure instead of the time-dependent
change of measure we use; hence, their algorithm does not give asymptotic optimality+

4.3. Relation to the Optimal Path

In Proposition 4+1, we established the asymptotic optimality property of our impor-
tance sampling procedure+ We now present our second proposition supporting the
choice of our change of measure+We prove that the average path under the impor-
tance sampling measure Q corresponding to k * coincides with the optimal path to
overflow that was identified by Wischik @28# +

Proposition 4.2: The average path of the process under the importance sampling
measure corresponding to k � k * coincides with the most likely path identified by
Wischik [28].

Proof: The probability that, under Q, a source is in the on-state at time j � $1, + + + , k *%
is given by

(
ik , k�j

Q~i1, + + + , ij�1,1, ij�1, + + + , ik * !

� (
ik , k�j

P~i1, + + + , ij�1,1, ij�1, + + + , ik * !

exp�uk *� (
��1,��j

k *

i��1��
Eeuk* A~k * !

� (
i1, + + + , ik*

P~i1, + + + , ij�1,1, ij�1, + + + , ik * !ij

exp�uk *�(
��1

k *

i���
Eeuk* A~k * !

�
EX~ j !euk* A~k * !

Eeuk* A~k * ! +
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Thus, the mean amount of traffic sent by a single source in $1, + + + , j % is

(
i�1

j EX~i !euk* A~k * !

Eeuk* A~k * ! �
EA~ j !euk* A~k * !

Eeuk* A~k * ! � f ~ j !,

where the last equation is due to ~5!+ �

The path to overflow depends on the distributions of the on- and off-times+
These are treated in detail in Mandjes and Boots @15# + We will reflect on some of
them here+ As demonstrated in Mandjes and Boots @15# , the shape of the off-times
does not really affect the qualitative behavior of the queue ~i+e+, I ~b! as a function of
b!, whereas the shape of the on-times does+ For that reason, in the following exper-
iments, we leave the distribution of the off-times constant ~Geometric!+ The on-
times are chosen respectively Geometric ~light tail!,Weibull ~“moderately” heavy
tail!, and Pareto ~heavy tail!+The exact definitions of these distributions are given in
Section 5+2+

4.3.1. Distribution of activities and silences during path to overflow. Here,
we focus on the distributions of the residual bursts ~silences!, given that the source
is on ~off ! at time 0, under the new measure+As follows implicitly from Mandjes and
Kim @17# , for small b there is hardly any difference between the new distributions+
However, there are significant differences for larger b, as can be seen in Figures 2– 4
where we plotted the distributions of A* and S * under both the original and the
importance sampling measure+We use EA � 5, ES � 10, and c � 0+37 in all of the
figures in this subsection+

• We see that for Geometric on-times, the residual silences ~bursts! are rela-
tively short ~long! under Q, compared to P+The probability that a source stays
in the on-state ~or off-state! during the entire path to overflow is extremely

Figure 2. Distributions of the residual on- and off-times for A ; Geometric+
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small+ The intuition is that, under Q, the sources alternate between on and off,
but with a longer on-time and shorter off-time than under P+

• For Weibull and Pareto on-times, the off-times under the importance measure
show almost no deviant behavior from their normal statistical law, but the
bursts are relatively large: There is a relatively large fraction of sources that
transmits during the entire path to overflow+ Here, the intuition is that there
are essentially two types of source: a number of them have one single huge
on-time during the entire path to overflow, whereas the remaining sources
alternate like they would do under P+

Figure 3. Distributions of the residual on- and off-times for A ; Pareto+

Figure 4. Distributions of the residual on- and off-times for A ;Weibull+
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An alternative technique for rare event simulation ~from @24#! is ReSTART.
This variance reduction technique can roughly be explained as follows+ Suppose the
chance on the buffer overflow over level B must be estimated+ In this setting,
ReSTART ~in its most simple form! is implemented by introducing a threshold at,
say, B02+ Each time a sample path reaches level B02 for the first time, it is split into
several subpaths which evolve independently from then on+ For ReSTART to be
successful as a variance reduction technique, it is necessary that the rare event be
split into two parts: one part involving unlikely realizations of random variables that
are drawn before the threshold B02 has been reached, and the other part involving
unlikely realizations of random variables that are drawn after level B02 has been
reached+

As we saw earlier, for heavy-tailed on-times, a buffer overflow is likely to be
caused by a fraction of sources which transmit during the entire path to overflow+ In
other words: a buffer overflow is likely to be caused by the fact that a fraction of the
sources have to transmit during the entire path to overflow, in particular during the
part of the path to overflow where the threshold B02 has not yet been reached+ This
explains why ReSTART does not work so well here+

4.3.2. Path to overflow: number of transmitting sources and time to over-
flow. We review some of the results from Mandjes and Boots @15# , Mandjes and
Borst @16# , and Mandjes and Kim @17# + Consider the optimal epoch of overflow
k *~b! as a function of the buffer size+ For small b, k *~b! is more or less invariant in
the distribution, for given means EA and ES+ For larger b, the value of k *~b! in-
creases linearly for Exponential and Weibull on-times, and in a superlinear way for
Pareto on-times ~like b log b!+ This implies that for Pareto bursts, the net input rate
during the path to overflow is small if b is large; it looks like ~ log b!�1+ The off-time
distribution does not play an essential role other than via its first moment+

In Figures 5 and 6, we plotted the evolution of the fraction of the sources which
are in the on-state during the optimal trajectory to overflow for a typical example+
These graphs can be obtained easily from the optimal paths ~to be calculated nu-
merically as described in Sect+ 2+3!+ For very small b, there is hardly any difference
between the fraction of sources in the on-state during the optimal trajectories for the
different on-time distributions+ In Figure 5, we plotted these fractions for
b � 0+5 ~which is in the intermediate buffer range!+The net rate of sources is positive
if the fraction of the sources in the on-state is larger than 0+37+We see that during the
optimal trajectory to overflow, the buffer starts to fill immediately—first very slowly,
later the sources begin to conspire, and at the end of the trajectory the net input rate
of the buffer process drops down to almost zero+

In Figure 6,we raised the buffer capacity to b � 5 ~large b!+Here,we see a clear
difference between Geometric ~light-tailed! on-times, on the one hand, and Weibull
and Pareto ~heavy-tailed! on-times, on the other hand+ For Geometric on-times, the
fraction of sources in the on-state is constant during the largest part of the trajectory
to overflow+ This is because all of the sources conspire to fill the buffer; during the
path to overflow, they alternate between on and off+ On the other hand, for Weibull
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and Pareto on-times, the buffer fills because of the deviant behavior of some of the
sources; they have very long bursts during the optimal trajectory to overflow, as we
saw in Figures 3 and 4+

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section focuses on the practical implementation and numerical results+ In Sec-
tion 5+1, we point out how to reduce the number of simulation runs per experiment
from k0 to a considerably lower value+We also point out how we can obtain a smaller

Figure 5. Fraction of the sources in the on-state during the optimal trajectory to
overflow for b � 0+5+

Figure 6. Fraction of the sources in the on-state during the optimal trajectory to
overflow for b � 5+
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value of k0 heuristically+ Section 5+2 assesses the speed-up, compared to naive sim-
ulation+We conclude this section by discussing the limitations of our method+

5.1. Accelerations

5.1.1. Reducing the number of runs per simulation experiment. In re-
alistic scenarios, simulation horizon k0 can be pretty large, particularly for large b+
Since each simulation replication consists of k0 sample paths, importance sampling
can be rather time-consuming+ We discuss a heuristic to accelerate the simulation
algorithm described in Section 3+2 by reducing the simulation effort per simula-
tion replication+A disadvantage of this heuristic is that the variance of the simulation
estimate is bound less tightly+ In this case, we cannot prove asymptotic optimality
anymore+ In the simulation procedure described in Section 3+2, each probability
P~Un~k!! is estimated separately using its own simulation runs with its own change
of measure+ The change of measure corresponding to a buffer overflow that occurs
for the first time at time k can also be used to estimate P~Un~�!! for � � k+We use this
fact in the following way to reduce the number of runs per simulation experiment+
Define i0 � 1, i1 � k *, i2 � k *� D, i3 � k *� 2D, + + + , ij�1 � k *� max$l � N : k *�
lD � k0%D, and ij � k0 for some positive integer D+ A way to reduce the simulation
time is to simulate for

(
��ij

ij�1

P~Un~�!! � P��
��ij

ij�1

Un~�!�
in one simulation experiment using the change of measure corresponding to ij�1+Of
course, more sophisticated versions of the above-described procedure are possible+

5.1.2. One run per simulation experiment. In order to reduce the number
of runs per simulation experiment to 1, we can simulate for pn by using the change
of measure corresponding to k *+ Since this change of measure is only defined for
A~k! for k � k *, we have to extend this change of measure for residual bursts and
silences that end after k * and for bursts and silences that start after k *+We do this as
follows for the residual bursts and silences:

Qk~A
* � i !�

ai
* euk i ES euk A~k�i !

EA* euk A~k! , Qk~S
* � i !�

bi
*EA euk A~k�i !

ES * euk A~k!

for i � k * and

Q~A* � i !�
ai
* euk k

EA* euk A~k! , Q~S * � i !�
bi
*

ES * euk A~k!

for i � k *+ Similarly, a burst or silence starting at time � is twisted as follows:

Qk~A � i 6�!�
ai euk i ES euk A~k���i !

EA euk A~k��!
, Qk~S � i 6�!�

bi EA euk A~k���i !

ES euk A~k��!
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for i � k � � and

Qk~A � i 6�!�
ai euk~k��!

EA euk A~k��!
, Qk~S � i 6�!�

bi

ES euk A~k��!

for i � k � �+ The intuition behind the above change of measure is that until k *, it
gives on average the optimal path to overflow, and, after k *, we “stop” using im-
portance sampling+ We have not been able to prove asymptotic optimality of this
procedure+

5.1.3. Cutting down the simulation horizon. The simulation horizon k0

can be very large in many practical scenarios+ Therefore, it makes sense to use
heuristic methods to cut down k0 without violating the maximum relative bias con-
dition of the estimator for pn+

We propose a heuristic to derive a higher lower bound on pn than derived in
Section 4+1+ According to the Bahadur–Rao theorem ~see, e+g+, @7, Thm+ 3+7+4# !,
gpn~k *! ; Mn�1 exp~�nI ! ~n r `! for a constant g+ The inequality pn � pn~k *!
suggests using the heuristic bound pn � Mn�1 exp~�nI !+ We can compare
Mn�1 exp~�nI ! with the on-simulation-based estimator of pn to check whether this
inequality is justified+ Similarly to ~10!, we can choose

k0 � [� exp~n~I � b!!Mn

~na� 1!e
�10~na�1! ]+ (11)

5.2. Results

In this subsection, we present numerical results+We compare the importance sam-
pling algorithm ~with and without accelerations!with naive simulation and with two
asymptotic approximations+We use the asymptotic approximation pn�exp~�nI ~b!!,
which is induced by the large-deviations results from Section 2+2, and the asymp-
totic approximation pn � Mn�1 exp~�nI !, which is induced by the Bahadur–Rao
theorem ~see also Sect+ 5+1!+

5.2.1. Comparison between the estimates of pn. The standard effort of
any simulation algorithm is defined as the variance per simulation replication times
the CPU time per simulation replication+ For standard simulation, the variance per
simulation replication is pn~1 � pn! and this variance is estimated by using the ac-
curate estimate for pn obtained by importance sampling ~without the acceleration
described in Sect+ 5+1!+ The efficiency ratio of a simulation technique is defined as
the ratio of the standard effort of naive simulation to the standard effort of the sim-
ulation algorithm+We use the efficiency ratio to compare the efficiency of the dif-
ferent simulation algorithms with each other+

To compare the asymptotic approximations with the simulation algorithms, we
compute the relative deviation of the asymptotic approximations from the on-
simulation-based estimates+
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5.2.2. The on- and off-time distributions. The on- and off-times are N-
valued random variables+ As in Section 4+3, we choose Geometrically distributed
off-periods+ For the on-periods,we choose the Geometric~q1! distribution ~light tail!
with

P~A � k!� ~1 � q1!
k�1q1 ~0 � q1 � 1!,

the Weibull~k,t! distribution ~“moderately” heavy tail! with

P~A � k!� e�@t~k�1!# k � e�@tk# k ~0 � k � 1,t � 0!,

and the Pareto~a,b! distribution ~“very” heavy tail! with

P~A � k!� � b

b� k � 1�
a

� � b

b� k�
a

~a,b � 0!+

It is not hard to develop procedures that give, for a given value of EA, q1 ~Geomet-
ric!, t ~Weibull, for given k!, and b ~Pareto, for given a!+

5.2.3. Values of the parameters. We choose n � 200, EA � 5, EB � 10,
c � 0+4, a� 2+5, and k� 0+4+We choose the maximum relative bias e equal to 0+05+
This results in the Pareto~2+5, 6+707!, the Weibull~0+4, 0+7688!, and the Geomet-
ric~0+2! distribution+We compute k0 from formula ~11!+

5.2.4. Results. The results are presented in Tables 1–3+ First, we give the
simulation results using three different algorithms+ The algorithm based on one sim-
ulation run per simulation replication is denoted by “1 run,” the simulation algo-
rithm that simulates for each P~Uk! separately is denoted by “many runs,” and the
simulation that reduces the number of runs per simulation replication is denoted by
“some runs” ~we use D�10!+The percentages denote the relative half-width of their
99% confidence intervals ~based on the Normal distribution!+ The numbers in pa-
rentheses denote the efficiency ratio ~we use the estimate of pn from algorithm “some
runs” as an approximation for the true value of pn!+ We compute the variance per
simulation replication for naive simulation via the well-known formula pn~1 � pn!+

Table 1. Estimates of p200 for Geometric~0+2! On-Times

b � 0+1 b � 0+5 b � 1

k0 � 30, k *� 5 k0 � 41, k *� 13 k0 � 52, k *� 20
1 Run 1+16E�3612+3% ~55! 2+04E�7613+7% ~2+6E5! 1+05E�116 21+1% ~1+9E9!
Many runs 1+06E�3612+3% ~1+9E2! 2+30E�7613+3% ~6+2E5! 1+21E�11612+8% ~1+1E10!
Some runs 1+19E�3615+3% ~10! 2+39E�7619+4% ~2+8E4! 1+26E�116 26+4% ~1+8E8!

exp~�nI ! 5+23E�3 ~440%! 1+23E�6 ~516%! 6+47E�11 ~514%!
Mn�1 exp~�nI ! 3+70E�4 ~31%! 8+73E�8 ~36%! 4+58E�12 ~36%!
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We also give two approximations+ Here, the number in the parentheses denotes
the ratio of the approximation and the ~estimated! true value of pn+ For each sce-
nario, we use 10,000 simulation replications for the algorithms “many runs” and
“some runs” and we use 1000 simulation replications for algorithm “1 run+” We
choose a fixed number of simulation replications rather than simulating until the
relative error has decreased beneath some prefixed level d+ In this way, the computer
program does not need to memorize all of the changes of measure+

All three importance sampling algorithms produce accurate estimates for pn+
The time needed is considerably smaller than under naive simulation; of course, the
smaller the probability to be estimated, the larger the efficiency ratio+The efficiency
ratio is typically on the order 104–105 if pn is about 10�6, and on the order of 107 if
pn is about 10�8+There is no clear-cut answer to the question of which method works
best, since this seems to depend on the specific scenario+

We see that the asymptotic approximations are not very accurate, but they seem
to be off by almost a constant factor+ This can be helpful for finding ~relatively!
accurate approximations for pn for scenarios with parameter values for which even
importance sampling is time-consuming+

5.3. Discussion

Although our importance sampling procedure clearly outperforms naive simulation,
the method has some limitations+ Some of these are “general” limitations that arise
when estimating the buffer overflow probability via Eq+ ~1!+

Table 2. Estimates of p200 for Pareto~2+5, 6+707! On-Times

b � 0+1 b � 0+5 b � 1

k0 � 65, k *� 6 k0 � 98, k *� 19 k0 � 131, k *� 32
1 Run 1+58E�36 9+5% ~80! 4+01E�6610+5% ~2+4E4! 1+67E�8615+3% ~2+8E6!
Many runs 1+68E�3611+4% ~99! 4+21E�6612+8% ~2+0E4! 1+82E�8613+3% ~3+4E6!
Some runs 1+61E�36 7+6% ~23! 4+12E�66 6+8% ~7+6E3! 1+84E�86 7+3% ~1+2E6!

exp~�nI ! 6+69E�3 ~478%! 1+96E�5 ~477%! 8+86E�5 ~481%!
Mn�1 exp~�nI ! 4+73E�4 ~30%! 1+93E�6 ~34%! 6+26E�9 ~34%!

Table 3. Estimates of p200 for Weibull~0+4, 0+7688! On-Times

b � 0+1 b � 0+5 b � 1

k0 � 177, k *� 9 k0 � 243, k *� 26 k0 � 292, k *� 43
1 Run 3+44E�36 7+7% ~60! 1+02E�46 7+8% ~2+0E3! 5+52E�66 9+0% ~2+8E4!
Many runs 3+49E�3611+7% ~16! 1+05E�4613+5% ~2+7E3! 6+45E�6613+3% ~3+9E3!
Some runs 3+45E�36 4+9% ~10! 1+14E�46 5+2% ~1+6E2! 6+02E�66 7+1% ~1+4E3!

exp~�nI ! 1+31E�2 ~486%! 4+91E�3 ~491%! 2+75E�5 ~456%!
Mn�1 exp~�nI ! 9+26E�3 ~34%! 3+47E�5 ~35%! 1+94E�6 ~32%!
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• For some scenarios, given some prefixed relative bias, the simulation horizon
k0 is way too large to guarantee that a simulation replication will end in a
reasonable amount of time+ In some cases, deriving a smaller k0 using tighter
~heuristic! bounds will help, but in other cases it will not+ Particularly for
heavy-tailed on-times, k0 tends to be large+

• The value of k0 can also be large for large b or highly loaded queues ~the latter
means that the drift of the process $An~k!� ck%k is, even under the new mea-
sure, hardly positive!+

• When the number of sources grows large, the simulation effort per replication
grows proportionally+ Obviously, relying on Eq+ ~1!, this is hard to prevent+

6. REMARKS AND OUTLOOK

For the model with a large number of on–off sources, we found the change of mea-
sure that “mimics” the most likely path to overflow+ However, this most likely path
is given in Wischik @28# for many other input processes ~for instance, Gaussian
inputs!+ For these input processes, it would be interesting to find the change of
measure that goes with the optimal path+

Also, the extension to networks ~for instance, tandem networks or feedforward
networks! in the many-sources regime is not explored yet+ Finally, we could con-
sider other service disciplines: In the present study, we focused on FIFO service,
whereas in real networks, priority disciplines and generalized processor sharing may
be implemented also+
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